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Hierarchical structure formation models predict that galaxies and their central supermassive black holes form and grow via merging events that 
may increase activity and/or star formation in the host galaxies. Simulations suggest that simultaneous activity of the black holes may be 
expected at kpc-scale separations [5]; also the number of luminous dual AGN increases with decreasing separation [4,6]. Direct observations 
of the tightest AGN pairs are only feasible in the most nearby Universe with the current optical and X-ray instrumentation. However, 
cosmological simulation of Volonteri et al. [6] shows that less dual AGN are expected at lower redshifts. Very long baseline interferometry 
(VLBI) provides the highest achievable angular resolution, however only ≈10% of AGN are radio emitters. Moreover, VLBI instruments are not 
ideal for large surveys due to the limited field of view. Currently there is no known efficient selection method to find convincing dual AGN 
candidates. Searching for double-peaked narrow optical emission lines emerging from the two separate narrow-line regions (NLR) of dual AGN 
was proposed as such a selection method (e.g. [7]). However, the double-peaked spectral lines can also arise from peculiar kinematics or jet–
cloud interactions in the NLR (e.g. [9]), and the survey of Fu et al. [2] showed that only 1% of such sources can be real dual AGN.

SDSS J1425+3231 (z=0.478) was reported as a promising dual AGN candidate by Peng et al. [3] based 
on its double-peaked narrow optical emission lines. Frey et al. [1] found two compact radio emitting 
features at a projected separation of 2.6 kpc at 1.7 GHz in an e-EVN observation. At 5 GHz, only the 
brighter one (component C) was detected with EVN; its spectral index is α=–0.23 (F 𝜈α). The other, S, 
has a steep spectrum, α<–0.9. Their brightness temperatures (107–108 K) indicate synchrotron origin of 
the radio emission. We observed the source with e-MERLIN at 1.6 and 5 GHz. At 1.6 GHz, three 
components were detected, C and S, and a northern one, N. The sum of the components’ flux densities at 
1.6-GHz with e-MERLIN is in good agreement with the FIRST [8] 1.4-GHz flux density, indicating that we 
recovered all arcsec-scale radio emission in the source. At 5 GHz, only component C could be detected.
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Components C and S have higher flux densities in the e-MERLIN data at 1.6 GHz than in the e-
EVN at 1.7 GHz. This can indicate that at the lower frequency, e-MERLIN picked up the large-scale 
structure resolved out in the e-EVN observation and/or can be caused by variability. However, the 
large FWHM size of component S (104±6 mas) shows that resolution effect is more likely in that 
case. At 5 GHz, the flux densities of the only detected component (C) agree within the uncertainties 
in the e-MERLIN and e-EVN observations. In the e-MERLIN observation, component N (204±12 
mas) and S have significantly larger FWHM sizes than component C (33±2 mas). This suggests that 
C is the core component while N and S are more likely extended jet- and lobe-like features, 
respectively. However, the detection of component S in the high resolution e-EVN observation shows 
that it contains a compact radio emitting feature as well. There are two scenarios that can explain 
the radio structure of J1425+3231: 
(i) There is a single low-power, radio-emitting nucleus in the source at the position of component 

C, the synchrotron emitting jet base. A jet-like feature (N) is seen to the north, and a lobe (S) could 
be imaged with e-MERLIN at 1.6 GHz. The latter component contains a compact hotspot, which 
was detected with the e-EVN. In this scenario, the double-peaked optical spectral lines are related 
to the outflows driven by the bi-polar jets and not to a dual AGN. 

(ii) There are two low-power radio-emitting nuclei in the source, at the positions of components C 
and S. Their compact cores were detected in the e-EVN observation at 1.7 GHz. One of them (C) 
has a jet-like extension towards north (N). The large-scale structure of the secondary nucleus (S) 
was detected with e-MERLIN. 

Option (ii) is less likely since S was not detected in any of the higher-frequency radio observations, 
indicating a very steep radio spectrum, which is at odds with its identification as an AGN core.
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